
Thanks for buying your Summer Lawn Care Pack
In spite of the heat, you’ll soon have the ‘coolest’ lawns on the block.  
Just follow the simple directions on the back to  
protect your lawn from the sizzle of summer. 
   

Lawn Play All Rounder Its slow-release 
nutrition keeps your lawn green and 
lush without the burst of growth you get 
from regular fertilisers. Meaning more 
enjoyment and less mowing.

Lawn Play AquaTurf Helps 
your lawn utilise every single 
drop of water it gets. So it’ll 
never be thirsty during the  
dry summer months.

Lawn Play Enhance Enhances 
your lawn with that extra burst of 
green colour, your neighbours will 
be green with envy. Also aids your 
lawn’s health and vitality.



2 simple steps to stunning Summer lawns
Now you’ve got the right products - the rest is easy.

Build a solid Summer base
• First give your lawn a quick haircut so that you make the most of your new products.

• Now apply your All Rounder either by hand or with a spreader* at the rate of 2kg/100m2. 

•  Then it’s straight on to LawnPlay Aquaturf. Add 200ml per 5L of water then spray* it 
directly on top of the fertiliser you’ve just spread. 

•  Time to give your lawn a really good drink. Then have a few yourself while reflecting  
on the fact that you’ve just guaranteed yourself a great summer lawn. 

Note:  It’s hot, so let’s keep up those fluids by re-applying Aquaturf every month  
then thoroughly watering your lawn straight after.

6-8 weeks after letting all the above do its stuff
•  By now you’ll be fielding all sorts of compliments from your neighbours. Let’s crank that 

up a notch with LawnPlay Enhance. Add 200ml per 5L of water and apply directly to your 
lawn using a sprayer.* Don’t water the lawn for the next 24 hours as Enhance will work 
much quicker without the extra water.

•  Enjoy your neighbours’ looks of envy and, if you really want to show off, apply some more 
LawnPlay Enhance 2 weeks later. You can even up the rate by 50ml for a ‘Super Green’.

*If you don’t have a spreader or a sprayer you can order one from us and get 10% off.  
Just use this Discount Code: SIZZLE10 at the checkout.


